MUNSTER COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION April 16 2020
This meeting was conducted through Zoom (an online meeting) due to Covid19 and
Ontario being in a State of Emergency
Thursday April 16, 2020
Attendees: Iain Clogg, Dave Tellier, Georgia Read, Jessica Breckinridge, Susan McDonald,
Jude Sammon, Genn Browne, Laura Doane, Barbara Moulton.

Meeting begins at 7:00
Minutes approved from the last meeting approved by Susan, all approved.
Iain noted that the community center is still locked up.
Jude is still preceding with advertising. Perhaps the new piano business in the Munster plaza
would like to advertise.
Iain noted that the euchre group was no longer using Danby’s for their meetings on Wednesday
before COVID. When we go back to normal we can think about Wednesday’s for our group, if
the MCA wishes to change to that night. At this point we will look at this later.
Dave stated that the MCA board members are status quo until we can have our AGM. This will
continue at least until June 1st.
Georgia will continue to do the newsletter during this time. It will be a COVID newsletter. The
newsletter will show the spirit of Munster, example birthday parade, Wednesday night thanking
the front line workers and more.
Should we be organizing calls to people in Munster that may need help? We could use
the sandwich boards to let people know that we can help. Also we could set up a Munster
Instagram account maybe. We will aim for the beginning of June Newsletter.
On the sandwich board we could state this new email account hello@munsteronline.ca , If
anyone wishes to reach out for help they can email.
The Richmond food bank is also looking for help. This food bank helps Munster and is not part
of the Ottawa food bank. An etransfer is probably the best way to contribute. This will be going
out in an email blast by Jessica.
Susan talked about the 50th anniversary. The party is on hold and probably cancelled as we are
not allowed to have gatherings. Keep on with the online pictures. We will have a big celebration
when this is all over. Susan cannot have a garden if she cannot get into the community centre to
water the gardens.

The proposal for the funds for the Munster sign needs to be done.
Genn stated that Membership is status quo.
On the MCA Facebook page people are still using profanity, it is being removed.
The next meeting is Thursday May 14th at 7:00 on the zoom meeting site.
Meeting over at 7:49

